
Kyndryl Cyber Incident Recovery 
Services for Enterprise Workloads 
on Azure

Customer challenges
Keeping SAP systems secure and resilient has become 
increasingly difficult for most organizations, with labor-
intensive manual processes often leaving security gaps  
and room for error. Highly distributed IT models from core to 
edge increase the attack surface and entry points for security 
breaches, while an overall lack of visibility into application and 
data environments prevents timely detection and response to 
data corruption. At the same time, complex, integrated, and 
interconnected SAP systems and rapidly evolving regulatory 
environments are making systems even more difficult to 
secure and adhere to compliance regulations.

Solution highlights 
Kyndryl™ Cyber Incident Recovery Services for Enterprise 
Workloads delivers an integrated approach to SAP services 
on Microsoft Azure, combining SAP deployment and  
management with security, threat management, and  
recovery capabilities.

 → Powerful AI and a world-class security operations  
center (SOC) to spot threats quickly

 → Built-in high availability, disaster recovery, and cyber 
resiliency for real-time visibility into SAP systems

 → SAP management services including automated deployment, 
security hardening, migration, and ongoing monitoring

 → A fully managed cyber resiliency service that provides an 
orchestrated resilience approach to mitigate the business 
impact of cyber disruption with rapid recovery

Customer benefits 
Benefits of Kyndryl Cyber Incident Recovery Services for 
Enterprise Workloads on Azure include:

 Reduced incident detection and response times for  
 operational and security events with AI-enabled  
 delivery platforms

 Real-time visibility into status of SAP systems and  
 any security threats

 Advanced threat detection with event correlation  
 across SAP system logs, Azure Active Directory,  
 and other sources using Azure Sentinel capabilities

 Automation and orchestration for application-aware  
 recovery after a cyber incident

 Data verification and immutability with Azure  
 Blob Storage

 Simplified approach that reduces the need for  
 extensive expertise and makes it easier to deploy  
 and manage multi-tier recovery
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Why Kyndryl and Microsoft?     

About Kyndryl
Kyndryl is a $19 billion company  with more than 90,000 
skilled professionals operating in over 60 countries. We 
design, build, manage and modernize mission-critical  
technology systems that the world depends on everyday.  

Kyndryl competencies for Azure

 → Gold Messaging
 → Gold Application Integration
 → Gold DevOps 
 → Gold Data Analytics
 → Gold Data Platform
 → Gold Project and Portfolio Management
 → Gold Application Development
 → Gold Collaboration and Content
 → Gold Cloud Platform
 → Gold Cloud Productivity
 → Gold Security
 → Gold Windows and Devices
 → Silver Small and Midmarket Cloud Solutions

6.1M mainframe 
installed MIPs

300K network 
devices managed

5,200+ WAN 
devices managed

3.5M LAN 
ports managed

67K+ VMware 
systems managed

3.5+ exabytes of 
client data backed 
up annually

14K+ SAP  
instances managed

Providing undisputed leadership

Empowering thousands of customers

Global customers

4,000 . . . of the Fortune 
100 and more 
than half of the 
Fortune 500

75%
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Kyndryl and Microsoft Advantage
Kyndryl and Microsoft provide the services and solutions to  
meet customers wherever they are on their cloud journey: on 
premise, across multiple clouds, or on the edge. With our joint 
expertise, we work with customers to manage complexity and 
modernize their operations for rapid business outcomes. We  
bring together deep design, delivery, management, and cloud 
technology expertise, supported by an expansive ecosystem,  
to unlock our customer’s potential for long term business impact. 

Next steps
Learn more about the Kyndryl and Microsoft alliance 
or visit kyndryl.com.

We have decades of experience working with customers  
to deliver enterprise-grade workload analysis, migration, 
implementation, and managed services for the most  
complex workloads.

https://www.kyndryl.com/us/en/about-us/alliances/microsoft 
https://www.kyndryl.com/us/en

